
 

 

Date: Friday, 15 April 2022 Time (decision): 15:00 hrs 

Subject: DECISION No. 15 Document No.: 2.16 

From: The Stewards 
To: Competitor car No:   103 

Crew: IÑAKI BARREDO/ALEJANDRO LOPEZ 

 Number of pages: 1 Attachments: [0] 

 
The Stewards, having received a report from the CoC, summoned and heard competitor and the drivers 
Iñaki Barredo / Alejandro Lopez, have considered the following matter, determine the following: 

Nº / Driver:  #103 IÑAKI BARREDO / ALEJANDRO LOPEZ 

Competitor:  RMC MOTORSPORT 

Date / Time:  09-04-2022 / 11:57hr 

Fact:   The crew of Car # 103 entered the SS4 for reconnaissance but left the stage at a 
midpoint. 

Offence:   Alleged breach of art. 9.2 of the Supplementary Regulations   

Decision:  No further action 

Reason:  Having considered the matter extensively, the Stewards determined that during the 
reconnaissance, the crew of Car # 103 entered the SS4 for reconnaissance but left the 
stage at a midpoint. After this act, the crew of Car # 103 entered for reconnaissance for 
the 4th time. 

 During the hearing, the codriver stated that they had realised they can have enough time 
to cross the first part of the SS 4 one more time, so they decided to leave the stage.  

 The Steward determined that in the Supplementary Regulation for the Promo Rally 
Championship does not includes any limitation on number of passes of the stages during 
the reconnaissance, not breach of the regulations happened. 

 

Competitors are reminded of their right to appeal certain decisions of the Stewards, in accordance with 
Article 15 of the FIA International Sporting Code and Article 9.1.1 of the FIA Judicial and Disciplinary 
Rules, within the applicable time limits. 

                          

Istvan MONI  Joe CORCORAN  Luís TOURAIS DE MATOS   
FIA Steward (Chairman)  FIA Steward  ASN Steward  

 
This decision was notified by SPORTITY to the Competitor’s representative as below: 

Name in block letters  Date 15.04.2022 



 

Position in the team Driver/competitor Time ___/____ hrs 

 
Published on the Organiser’s Digital Notice Board on ___/____/22 at ____.00 hrs 


